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MANDARIN ORIENTAL, MARRAKECH – DINING 

 

Mandarin Oriental, Marrakech features four restaurants for guests to enjoy a diverse array 

of dishes. 

 

Shirvan Métisse Restaurant 

 

Shirvan Métisse restaurant is designed by architectural duo Gilles and Boissier as a “modern 

refuge with Berber and Andalusian Arab influences”. The relaxing atmosphere blends the 

modern with Oriental culture and the Tales from the Arabian Nights. 

 

The Michelin-starred Chef Akrame Benallal brings the aromas of the Orient, Europe and Asia 

with the scents of the nearby Medina to create dishes with a special textures, tastes and aromas.  

The menu represents an invitation to a gastronomic world tour. Guests can order a small 

Tartare of Bluefin Tuna, with an unmistakably Far-Eastern character, zkhoug (a hot sauce from 

Yemen) and chimichurri (a sauce from South America). There’s also a Pastilla de Homard 

(Lobster Tart), and a magnificent Shoulder of Suckling Lamb Confit en Croûte. 

 

The idea of fusion underpins the style of the Oriental and international cuisine of the new 

Shirvan, a source of richness and diversity. To accompany these outstanding dishes, Chef 

Akrame, has some vegetarian fusions like a legendary Tahini-Roasted Cauliflower with orange 

blossom. 

 

Many of the vegetables come straight from the hotel’s 100% organic Potager. The potager also 

boasts a fine collection of herbs, vegetables, and salads, which give the dishes and desserts 

exotic flavours and aromas.  

 

Shirvan Métisse Restaurant and Bar are open from Monday to Saturday from 7pm to 11pm. 
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Le Salon Berbère 

Adjacent to Shirvan Métisse, Le Salon Berbère offers an exceptional view over both the 

resort’s blue and green pools and the Atlas Mountains and makes for a lively dining room that 

morphs throughout the day. Ideal for breakfast, where the buffet includes many traditional 

Moroccan specialties such as Msamen – small squared-pancakes that are eaten hot with a little 

honey – as well as Western dishes. The wooden buffet table, its top carved from a block of 

marble, was designed by Gilles & Boissier.Le Salon Berbère is then transformed into a pastry 

counter for afternoon tea, when the restaurant takes on the feel of a tea room, with sweets and 

delicacies displayed under stylish glass bells, for eating in or takeaway. The atmosphere 

changes again at sunset, as Salon Berbere morphs into a champagne bar, perfect for a pre- or 

after-dinner drink. 

 

Open continually from 7am until midnight every day, Le Salon Berbere can accommodate 40 

covers, including seating for 20 outside. 

 

 

Pool Garden 

Beside the main pool, Pool Garden is a refreshing spot to enjoy lunch outdoors. The menu 

offers a selection of healthy dishes designed around fresh fruits and vegetables sourced directly 

from the Potager. Light Mediterranean-inspired dishes such as crunchy vegetables with 

anchovy dressing or sweet red pepper gazpacho are complemented by the fish of the day from 

the seafood grill, or the truffled croque monsieur. 

 

The small islands on the water ponds can be used for a quiet drink or a more private lunch, 

while a handful of tables in the shade of the bougainvillea complement those of the adjoining 

garden. 

 

The restaurant is open daily for lunch from 12pm to 4pm and hosts 53 covers. Service around 

the pool operates from 7.30am until sunset. 
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Ling Ling by Hakkasan 

Offering a vibrant, social experience that fits well with the Marrakesh lifestyle, Ling Ling 

provides a creative twist to the renowned Hakkasan DNA, resulting in an experience that 

encompasses cocktails, dining and dancing in no particular order. Drawing inspiration from the 

Japanese Izakaya concept, Ling Ling offers an innovative cocktail list, smaller plates of 

beautifully prepared Chinese dishes, perfect for sharing, and an eclectic soundtrack. Ling Ling 

overlooks the picturesque olive groves and serene pools at the center of the award-winning 

Mandarin Oriental resort, and encompasses an outdoor terrace, lounge and bar. 

 

Open from Tuesday to Sunday from 7pm until midnight Ling Ling can accommodate 48 

guests indoors, 48 at the bar and 60 covers on the terrace. The restaurant welcomes hotel 

guests and non-residents. 

 

24-hour In-Villa Dining 

Mandarin Oriental, Marrakech offers a refined menu to enjoy within the peace and privacy of 

the guest villas and suites. Among the dishes available are Caesar salad with Oualidia lobster, 

French caviar served on blinis, and paella-style saffron risotto. 

 

From breakfast to dinner, discreet service is provided by staff who can also cook on site or 

organise a barbecue or traditional Moroccan dinner on the terrace with such classic dishes as 

Marrakech Tanjia or olive-and-chicken Tagine. 
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